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• Flexible spacecraft

• Stringent performance and positioning requirements

• Efficient operation

• Lightweight structure designs and induced vibrations- potentially degrading the 
performance, causing loss of pointing accuracy or even structural damage

-> Need for efficient control method maximizing the system’s performance while   
respecting all  hard safety-critical constraints 

• Multirate Discrete Mechanics and Optimal Control (Multirate DMOC) 1-4 :

ü High fidelity simulation at a reduced computational cost

Overview
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• Multirate Discrete Mechanics and Optimal Control (Multirate DMOC):

High fidelity simulation at a reduced computational cost

ü Structure-preserving  -> conservation of energy and/or momenta of the system

Lagrangian + 
Virtual work

Equations of 
motion

Discrete equations 
of motion

Lagrange-d’Alembert 
principle

discretize

Lagrangian + 
Virtual work

DISCRETE  Lagrange-
d’Alembert principle

DMOC

Discrete equations 
of motion

Standard direct methods

Advantages
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• Multirate Discrete Mechanics and Optimal Control (Multirate DMOC):

High fidelity simulation at a reduced computational cost

ü Structure-preserving  -> conservation of energy and/or momenta of the system

ü Multirate discretization  -> computational efficiency 5

- Reduces the number of optimization variables

- Reduces the number of equality constraints

system 
dynamics

fast 
subsystem

slow 
subsystem
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• Multirate Discrete Mechanics and Optimal Control (Multirate DMOC):

High fidelity simulation at a reduced computational cost

ü Structure-preserving  -> conservation of energy and/or momenta of the system

ü Multirate discretization  -> computational efficiency 

ü Unified control methodology -> potential improvement in optimality and constraint-
handling capabilities*

Advantages
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• Multirate Discrete Mechanics and Optimal Control (Multirate DMOC):

High fidelity simulation at a reduced computational cost

ü Structure-preserving  -> conservation of energy and/or momenta of the system
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ü No need for decoupling of the equations of motion -> simple application to a variety 
of linear and nonlinear models*
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• General linear model neglecting dissipation effects
- single-axis rest-to-rest rotational maneuver
- control torque applied at the hub

• Spatial discretization - The Assumed Modes Method 7

• System description 7

- Lagrange - d’Alembert principle

Mathematical model
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Transformation to modal coordinates
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modal coordinates 7



Multirate formulation
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Discrete approximation 
of the Lagrangian

Discrete approximation 
of the virtual work

Discrete Lagrange-
d’Alembert principle

Discrete equations 
of motion

Multirate formulation
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Forward simulation without control
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Optimal control problem formulation
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Example solution
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Problem size
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Problem size
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Main result- the trade-off
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Main result- the trade-off

7.631

3.286

9.6e-06
1.5e-05
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Further customization
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• Multirate Discrete Mechanics and Optimal Control (Multirate DMOC):

High fidelity simulation at a reduced computational cost

ü Structure-preserving  -> conservation of energy and/or momenta of the system

ü Multirate discretization  -> computational efficiency 

ü Unified control methodology -> potential improvement in optimality and constraint- handling 
capabilities

ü No need for decoupling of the equations of motion -> simple application to a variety of 
linear and nonlinear models

ü Straightforward selection of slow and fast subsystems -> capability to tailor the solution 
to the time scales present in the problem to obtain further reductions in computational 
cost

Conclusions

Flexibility to tailor the method to the time scales of the problem and obtain the 
required fidelity at a reduced computational cost!

• Future work – methods for obtaining optimal p and r and extending the work to models 
including kinematic nonlinearities and dissipation effects
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